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Preface and Acknowledgements 

 

The idea of writing this book came to me in 2009 with the chapter I prepared for 

Cochrane and Garcia’s landmark A Fishery Manager’s Guidebook, which expanded 

horizons from biological management to multidisciplinary governance. Perhaps, I 

thought, there was a need for a volume that built on some of that expanded scope. A 

series of marine-oriented articles published in 2010-11 assured me that I had the 

necessary material in hand: yes, I could try an interdisciplinary synthesis that looked like 

no other coastal management book. This synthesis would build on the topics I had been 

working on for years: commons and co-management, resilience, local and traditional 

knowledge, social-ecological systems, and to a lesser extent, community-based 

conservation and livelihoods and development. It had been a great deal of fun writing on 

ecosystem-based management for Fish & Fisheries on the invitation of Tony Pitcher, the 

editor. So I knew I had something to say about that too. 

Coasts have a special place in my life. I grew up in a coastal city (Istanbul), and 

then I spent about a decade of my life in Montreal, almost a coastal city. I did my PhD in 

Marine Sciences at McGill University, working on food webs in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. Marine Sciences was a science program but it helped me understand that there 

really were no dividing lines between disciplines. You could not talk about plankton 

without knowing water movements and some oceanography. You could not understand 

contaminants in fish and shellfish unless you knew something about chemistry, 

geochemistry, and food webs. So it was relatively painless after the PhD to extend my 

interdisciplinary horizons further, to the human dimensions of environment and 

resources. My formal training in social sciences was a postdoctoral year at Carleton 

University in Ottawa, and the start of my long-term work with indigenous fishers and 

hunters in the Canadian North, the subject of my other Routledge book, Sacred Ecology. 

A year in sociology and anthropology did not make a card-carrying social scientist out of 

me, but it helped shed some of my science blinkers.  

In my early professional life, I ended up in that liminal space between natural 

sciences and social sciences. Some of my colleagues at that time warned me that I might 

be making it difficult for myself to get jobs, research grants and to find suitable journals 

for my work -- basically committing professional suicide. (But fortunately it did not work 

out that way.) Being an interdisciplinary scholar was an interesting experience. Science 

oriented meetings did not often require the services of a social scientist, but social science 
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meetings often did require natural science expertise. So for example in the 1985 National 

Research Council / National Academy of Sciences meetings that re-defined the field of 

commons, I found myself advising Elinor Ostrom about biological sustainability.  I was 

in an unusual space: there weren’t that many natural scientists in the world interested in 

commons.        

Decades later, there are both natural scientists and social scientists extending their 

interests into each other’s realm. Addressing the real problems of the world requires 

crossing disciplinary boundaries, and ultimately eliminating the divides between science 

and management, resource user and decision-maker, and different kinds of knowledge. 

As the references in this volume indicate, there are now many authors and sources that 

cross various boundaries. These are the papers and books that would have been dismissed 

by specialist experts only a few years ago. They contain ideas “at the edge” of the various 

disciplinary areas – which is actually a good place to be if one is interested in paradigm 

change in the sense of Thomas Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions.      

 These paradigm changes are not only necessary, they are inevitable. In the 1970s 

environment was “rediscovered”, leading to a change in perspective: perhaps humans 

were part of the ecosystem too! The 1980s saw a great deal of interdisciplinary ferment 

and breaking down of disciplinary silos. It was at the first ecological economics meeting 

in 1990 Washington DC that I met Carl Folke. This led to international team projects 

based at the Beijer Institute, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Carl’s base. These 

were truly interdisciplinary projects exploring social-ecological systems, resilience, 

commons, and ecological economics, and led to two high-profile books, Linking Social 

and Ecological Systems (Cambridge University Press, 1998) and Navigating Social-

Ecological Systems (Cambridge University Press, 2003).  

 In the meantime, my work on coastal environments and marine resources 

continued, with less emphasis on the Canadian North and more emphasis internationally. 

Projects and field research in the West Indies, Turkey, Bangladesh, India, Thailand, 

Cambodia, Philippines, Zanzibar, Mozambique, Brazil, Costa Rica, Indonesia and Sri 

Lanka gave me an appreciation of issues and conditions in many parts of the world. The 

Beijer-based group continued as the marine resilience working group, and our 2006 

“roving bandits” paper in Science was for me one of the highlights. Despite this work and 

our 2001 book, Managing Small-Scale Fisheries, co-authored with two US colleagues 

(Bob Pomeroy and Richard Pollnac) and two West Indies colleagues (Robin Mahon and 

Patrick McConney), I was not concentrating on marine resources. Instead, I was 
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discovering other kinds of commons, sometimes following the work of my graduate 

students, extending into forestry, protected areas and grazing lands. This work gave me 

new insights, but now I am glad to be back to marine and coastal commons. 

 With this book, I close the circle and return to my PhD roots in marine sciences, 

except that it is now interdisciplinary coastal and marine science, with a strong flavor of 

social science thinking from human geography, anthropology, political studies, 

international development and economics.     

I have been fortunate to work with groups of wonderful colleagues over the years. 

It is impossible to acknowledge all, but the following colleagues (all in alphabetical 

order) have been important for the development of many of the ideas in this volume.  

 Our original commons group (Jim Acheson, David Feeny, and Bonnie McCay); 

 the small-scale fisheries group (Brian Davy, Robin Mahon, Patrick McConney, Richard 

Pollnac, and Bob Pomeroy); 

 marine resilience working group (Carl Folke, Terry Hughes, Per Olsson, Bob Steneck, 

Jim Wilson and others); 

 the Brazil project group (Alpina Begossi, Iain Davidson-Hunt, Natalia Hanazaki, Derek 

Johnson, and Cristiana Seixas); 

 Community Conservation Research Network and the east coast group (Derek Armitage, 

Tony Charles, John Kearney, Laura Loucks, Melanie Wiber, and others); 

 British Columbia and the west coast group (Mimi Lam, Rosemary Ommer, Ian Perry, 

Lyn Pinkerton, Tony Pitcher, Rashid Sumeila, Nancy Turner, and others). 

Some of my best teachers are fishers and coastal resource users in the 

communities I have worked with, too numerous to mention. My other teachers are my 

graduate students, and I acknowledge with great please and satisfaction their 

contributions. Cited in this volume are: Tiago Almudi, Eleanor Bonny, Wolfgang 

Dressler, Helen Fast, Damian Fernandes, James (Jack) Frey, Eranga Galappaththi, Sandra 

Grant, Julian Idrobo, Dyanna Riedlinger Jolly, John-Erik Kocho-Schellenberg, Kenton 

Lobe, Andrés Marín, Melissa Marschke, Prateep Nayak, Luiz Chimello de Oliveira, 

Claude Peloquin, Lance Robinson, Cristiana Seixas, Jason Senyk, Ta Thi Thanh Huong, 

Micaela Trimble, Kate Turner and Melanie Zurba. 

For permission to use previously published figures, I thank Conservation Biology, 

Earthscan, Environmental Conservation, Human Ecology, Indian Journal of Traditional 

Knowledge, Journal of Environmental Management, Marine Policy, National Academy 

Press, PLoS ONE, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Science, and World 
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Development. For permission to use their photos, I thank Andrés Marín, Prateep Nayak, 

Micaela Trimble and Nancy Turner. 

 My sincere thanks go to Jacqueline Rittberg for secretarial assistance, Melanie 

Zurba for the figures, and Ron Jones for the web links section. I am thankful for the 

advice and assistance of Stephen Rutter, Editor, Margaret Moore, Editorial Assistant, 

Social Sciences, and their team from the Routledge / Taylor and Francis Group. I also 

thank the reviewers who provided feedback: Gerry Zegers, 

 Patrick Christie   University of Washington 

 Rosemary Ommer  University of Victoria 

 Joshua Cinner   James Cook University 

 Elise Granek   Portland State University    

As always, I acknowledge my wife, Dr. Mina Kislalioglu Berkes, for her 

continued support. My ongoing work has been funded by the Social Sciences and 

Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and the Canada Research Chairs 

program http://www.chairs-chaires.gc.ca/  

 


